High Impact Cleaning that Delivers the Cleanest Forming Fabrics with Less Water and Less Energy

The innovative EZ eco smart cleaner technology is a quantum improvement in wire and press felt cleaning over the less effective oscillating showers that have been in use for so many years. This system uses an inverter motor controlled rotating head with 32 nozzles giving a full impact diameter of 120mm (4.72") with operating pressure of 150 bar (2200 psi). The shear force created by the variable speed rotating head nozzles provide deep cleaning action throughout the structure of the forming wire making it very effective at removing stickies and contaminants. The traversing head delivers twice as much cleaning impact in the same amount of time as traditional oscillating showers. Plus, they get fabrics much cleaner with far less water, often reducing freshwater consumption by up to 90%.

Eliminate Mist and Oscillating Showers and Pumps

Another major benefit is that the EZ eco smart cleaner technology eliminates mist substantially reducing fiber build-up on save-alls, crosswalks and stairs, making the wet-end much safer for operators. Plus, it provides significant energy savings by eliminating the HP oscillating shower pumps and blowers used to remove mist and fiber build-up.
Increased Machine Efficiency for the World’s Widest and Fastest Machines

More than 100 EZ eco smart cleaner units are now in service throughout Asia and Europe on some of the widest and fastest machines in the world delivering much cleaner forming and press sections leading to fewer sheet breaks and defects, better CD profile and improved machine efficiency.

Plus, when the EZ eco smart cleaner system is combined with Coldwater’s PCA Dryer and Dryer Felt Passivation Technology papermakers get the most complete and efficient solution for keeping all machine clothing clean.

**EZ eco smart cleaner Benefits**

- Provides a complete and integrated paper machine clothing cleaning and conditioning solution.
- Delivers dramatically better cleaning effectiveness and a major improvement over any other product on the market.
- Can use QCS data to adjust zone cleaning for optimal CD profiles.
- Sheet defects and sheet breaks are reduced due to significantly cleaner clothing and the elimination of mist that causes fiber build-up.
- Reduces fresh water consumptions by over 90%.
- Provides significant energy savings.
- Gives mill operators maximum control and flexibility to easily change operating parameters for highest cleaning efficiency.
- Can deliver ROI in under 12 months.
- Includes a user friendly, single operator interface station for managing a complete ecosystem cleaning platform.
Let Consumables Optimization Management Be Our Problem.

Let us help you manage your paper machine consumables. Our COM program packages these many products and services into one spend with volume rebates and consignment programs matched to the need. COM can be structured for machine level, mill level or corporate level needs. Contact your local representative for more information.


Suction Roll Components  Wilbanks Ceramics  Headbox Services  Dryer Passivation

BladePro Doctor Blades  Lantier Doctoring Equipment  Edge Control  Drainage Elements
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To learn more or to locate the EZ eco smart cleaner Specialist most convenient to your mill, please visit coldwatergroup.com.